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Sustainable STEM Series 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics for a Sustainable Future
All over the media are reports that the United States is falling behind other countries in the quantity of graduates 
in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) careers and those entering the workforce in STEM-
intensive fields. According to the National Science Board (2007), fewer than one in seven students in the United 
States receive a degree in science or engineering compared to one out of two in China and two out of three in 
Singapore. To help address this problem, initiatives are being taken all over the country to enhance STEM 
curriculum such that students are exposed to the diversity and depth of these disciplines. These initiatives also 
introduce students to potential careers in STEM, leading them down a path of lifelong learning. 

Human impacts on the environment and natural resources are inevitable. As stated in the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (2005), “Over the past 50 years, humans have changes ecosystems more rapidly and extensively than 
in any comparable period of time in human history, largely to meet rapidly growing demands for food, fresh 
water, timber, fiber and fuel.” We survive on the many goods and services our environment provides.  However, 
the way in which we use these goods and interact with the environment is where sustainability professionals 
come in. We must promote the development of sustainable ecosystems that integrate human society with its 
natural environment for the benefit of both. This series of activities was developed with the specific goal of 
encouraging students to develop an understanding of the issues facing our society and to apply their STEM 
skills to find sustainable solutions. While many of the skills needed to complete these activities are likely 
introduced elsewhere in existing curriculum, the application of those skills in these targeted activities leads the 
students to think more about the physical environment in which we live and gain a better appreciation for the 
work needed to ensure clean and sustainable use of our natural resources.   

THE WORLD IS FLAT — AT LEAST WITH TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
This activity was developed to introduce students to concepts in stream hydrology using topographic maps and 
engineering tools. Students will use a topographic map to make measurements and observations about a stream 
and then use those measurements to characterize the stream as an engineer would for restoration or a scientist 
would for classification.  The supplemental activities build on the skills developed during the initial activity to 
challenge the student to apply them in a different way to plan a hiking trail and size a drainage culvert.  After 
completion, students should be able to read a topographic map and use topographic data to solve problems.   

Included in this packet are a student guide and teacher’s guide with provided answers to facilitate student 
learning. Contact information for the authors is below – feel free to contact us with any questions or comments. 
And thank you for educating and mentoring our next generation of sustainability scientists and engineers! 

Lori Duncan 
Row Crop Sustainability Specialist 

laduncan@utk.edu 
865-974-7111

Elizabeth Gall 
Youth Energy and Environment Specialist 

egall1@utk.edu 

Andrea Ludwig 
Assistant Professor 
aludwig@utk.edu 

865-974-7238

Link to MEA:  millenniumassessment.org/documents/document.356.aspx.pdf  

mailto:laduncan@utk.edu
mailto:egall1@utk.edu
mailto:aludwig@utk.edu
http://www.millenniumassessment.org/documents/document.356.aspx.pdf
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The World Is Flat — At Least With 
Topographic Maps 

AUTHOR 
Andrea Ludwig, Assistant Professor, Biosystems Engineering and Soil Science, University of Tennessee 

GRADE LEVEL 
9 - 12 

TIME 
1 - 2.5 hours (Allow 1 hour for main activity and 30-45 minutes each for Apply and Go Further sections) 

MATERIALS 
Calculator Thin string 
Ruler (English units) Sewing straight pins with large heads (15-20 per map) 
Topographic Map Foam board or cardboard (the size of the map) 
Thumbtacks (4-6 per map) Markers (black, blue and an alternate color) 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
The students will be able to: 

• Use a map scale to measure distances. 
• Use a topographic map to determine stream gradient and sinuosity. 
• Use a topographic map to create a unique design. 
• Read charts and graphs to find information. 
• Use formulas to make decisions. 

STANDARDS 
CLE 3205.1.1 Read and interpret topographic and geologic maps. Checks for Understanding 
3205.1.4,5,6,7,10 

CLE 3205.6.2 Associate the surface processes responsible for various landforms. Checks for 
Understanding 3205.6.8 

CLE 3202/3255.Inq.4 Apply qualitative and quantitative measures to analyze data and draw conclusions 
that are free of bias. Checks for Understanding 3255.Inq.7 

CLE 3202.Math.2 Utilize appropriate mathematical equations and processes to solve basic physics 
problems. Checks for Understanding 3202.Math.4,6  
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TERMS AND CONCEPTS 
Bankfull Discharge  The discharge at which the channel is completely full. 

Confluence Where two channels converge or join into one. 

Contour Interval The difference in elevation represented by the space between two contour lines 
on a topographic map. 

Contour Line A line on a topographic map that joins points of equal elevation. 

Drainage Area The area of land that drains to a common point; also called a watershed, 
catchment, or drainage basin.  

Ecoregion 
A geographically defined area that contains distinct assemblages of natural 
communities with boundaries that are delineated by the natural environment prior 
to any land use change.   

Entrenchment Degree of stream channel incision; a measurement of the vertical containment of a 
stream channel in the valley.   

Flowrate/Discharge A measurement of volume per time, or flow, moving past a reference point.  

Headwaters The source of a stream or river; the furthest place in the stream from its 
confluence with another river. 

Hydraulic Radius A measure of channel flow efficiency, calculated as the ratio of the cross-sectional 
area to its wetted perimeter.   

Plan View View from above; aerial view. 

Profile View View as a vertical slice; cross-sectional view. 

Regional Curve A graphical representation of the relationship between stream channel 
characteristics and drainage area within similar ecoregions. 

Roughness Coefficient 
(Manning’s Number) A factor to describe a surface’s capacity to resist smooth water flow. 

Stream Gradient The ratio of drop in elevation per unit horizontal distance.  

Stream Sinuosity The ratio of channel length per unit straight-line valley length. Straight streams 
have low sinuosity while curvy streams have high sinuosity. 

Topographic Map A map showing features related to relief, or change in elevation, by means of 
contour lines. 

Tributary A relatively small channel that flows into a relatively large main stem channel.  

Valley A depression that holds a stream channel with a predominant extent in one 
direction.   

BACKGROUND 
Topographic maps are 2-dimensional representations of 3-dimensional landscapes. The United States 
Geologic Survey (USGS) holds official topographic maps of the United States, where the most commonly 
used scale is 1:24,000 (units in inches). Gradient (or slope) is a measurement of the change in elevation 
over a distance. On a topographic map, contour lines that are close together indicate a steep gradient 
while contour lines that are spread apart indicate low (or flat) gradients.   
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Stream networks are easily observed with topographic maps. Engineers use topographic maps to 
measure stream characteristics like stream length, gradient and sinuosity. These stream characteristics 
are used in calculations that describe a stable stream channel in terms of stream shape and dimension in 
plan and profile views. A plan view is depicted in a topographic map, or an aerial view. A profile view is 
the view as though the earth is sliced vertically, or a 
cross-sectional view. The relationships between 
profile and plan views allow engineers to classify 
streams in order to effectively understand the 
dynamics between the movement of water and 
sediment (or detached soil/rocks) in the channel. 
These dimensions are important when trying to 
restore a stream to a stable form after it has been 
altered.   

Equations 
Stream Gradient: 

𝑆𝑆 =
∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐿𝐿
            

Where S is gradient (or slope) (ft/ft), ∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is 
change in elevation (ft), and L is length (ft). ∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 
is found by subtracting the low elevation from the high 
elevation. 

Entrenchment ratio: 

𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒ℎ
𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒ℎ

 

Stream Sinuosity: 

𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆 =
𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎

𝐿𝐿𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣
 

Where L is length (ft). 

The figure on the next page depicts the broad 
classifications of stream channels based on plan and 
profile dimensions used by environmental engineers to describe streams in terms of how they have 
responded to a change in land use in the drainage basin and to set targets for restoration.   

For more on stream classifications, visit the EPA’s website: 
cfpub.epa.gov/watertrain/moduleFrame.cfm?parent_object_id=1189  

Unit Conversions 
1 mile = 5,280 feet 
1 foot = 12 inches 

http://cfpub.epa.gov/watertrain/moduleFrame.cfm?parent_object_id=1189
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After Rosgen, Dave. Applied River Morphology. Wildland Hydrology: Pagosa Springs, Colorado. 1996. 
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INTRODUCTION and OPENING QUESTIONS 
What kinds of information are captured in topographic maps? What is a contour line? How can we read 
contour lines to show steep areas? Flat areas? How does this affect water flow? What is a watershed? 
What happens to stream size as more land drains to it?   

EXPERIENCE 
Students will work individually or in small groups of two to four to complete a worksheet with questions 
that require them to read and interpret a topographic map. 

Instructions: 
1. Place the topographic map on the foam or poster board. Push thumb tacks into the corners and 

along the edges as needed to secure the map during the activity.   
2. Complete the worksheet using the topographic map provided.  
3. To measure stream length that is not relatively straight, use the string and sewing pins. Tie a 

knot in one end of the string. This can be used to set the beginning of a measured stream length 
by pushing a pin through the knot and into the map at the headwaters (or beginning) of the 
stream. Use additional pins at the bends in the stream length to be measured. Wind the string 
around the pins such that it follows the stream. Mark the end of the stream on the string. Use 
the map scale and/or ruler to measure the distance of the winding stream.  
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Worksheet Questions: 
1. Explore the topographic map. Identify the following: 

a. What is the scale: 1” = ______1,777____ feet 
b. What is the contour interval:  ______20_____ feet 
c. What is the highest elevation on the map: _____1,320____feet  
d. What is the lowest elevation on the map: ______820____feet 
e. Identify the elevations of the following: 

i. Bethel Cemetery _____880________feet  
ii. Peak above Coatney Hollow _______1,260_____feet  

iii. Maryville Pike at Belt Road _____880______feet  
iv. Peak of Rodgers Ridge ________1,140_______feet  

2. Locate Knob Creek (running through the center of the map). Use a blue marker to trace over Knob 
Creek and its tributaries to make it easy to see.   

a. Which direction does the stream flow? _______West____________ 
i. How can you tell? _____Drop in elevation going from east to west____ 

b. How many tributaries flow into Knob Creek on this map? __________10____ 
i. Identify the longest tributary that is fully contained on the map. How long is it? 

 ___1 mile_____ 
c. How many bridges go over Knob Creek on this map?  ______8_______ 

3. Answer the following using your ruler, sewing pins and string.  
a. What is the length of Knob Creek from the Moore Road bridge (far east side of map) to the 

Old Maryville Pike bridge (far west side of map)?  _____3.9_______ mi 
b. What is the stream elevation near the Moore Road bridge?  ________900________ feet 
c. What is the stream elevation at the Old Maryville Pike bridge?  ____820________feet 
d. What is the stream gradient of this reach? ______0.004 or 0.4%__________ 
e. What is the stream gradient of the longest tributary (identified in 2.b)? __0.021 or 2.1%_ 
f. What is the valley length (straight line distance) of Knob Creek? __2.9_____mi 
g. What is the sinuosity of Knob Creek?  ________1.3___________ 

4. On the map, indicate segments of tributaries where you expect slow-moving water (i.e., low 
velocity), and then segments with high velocity. What informed your decision? 
_______steep gradient = high velocity, low gradient = slow velocity _____________________ 

5. Imagine you are an Environmental Engineer hired to design a stream restoration on Knob Creek. 
First, you must classify the stream based on its plan and profile dimensions. You collected field data 
and created the profile view below. Use this cross-section along with the calculated sinuosity to 
classify the stream in its current condition.   
Sinuosity = __________1.3_______   Entrenchment Ratio = _____2.6__________ 
 
What stream type is Knob Creek? Circle One: 

                                            Aa+      A        B         C         D         E          F         G     
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Apply 
Imagine you are the Parks and Recreation Planner for the city of Knoxville and are interested in a new 
hiking trail off of John Sevier Highway. You need to plan a parking lot and a hiking trail in Coatney 
Hollow, between its peak to the east and Twin Creek Road to the west. The hiking trail should be 
between 2-3 miles total and have all of the following qualities: 1) at least one creek crossing; 2) reach 
1,280 feet elevation; 3) an overlook into Mooreland Heights; 4) a loop option; and 5) maintain a 
comfortable hiking grade (steepness) for as much of the trail as possible with no more than 500 total 
feet of elevation gain. Sketch the hiking trail and parking lot on the map and propose your plan to the 
rest of the class, who will act as city council.    
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Go Further 
Imagine you are a Civil Engineer who is working on a road improvement project on Maryville Pike. The 
bridge over Knob Creek must be replaced. The bridge must be able to carry the bankfull discharge in a 
natural channel as well as pass the 100-year flowrate in a large culvert. The tools available to you for 
your analysis are 1) regional curves, which are relationships developed from field data between stream 
channel dimensions and drainage area (USGS, Report 2005-5076); 2) Manning’s equation, which is a 
relationship between discharge and channel characteristics of a cross-sectional area, roughness and 
slope; and 3) USGS Tennessee StreamStats output that shows the peak discharges (PK values) for the 
watershed at Maryville Pike. Complete the questions below to determine needed information for the 
bridge design.    

Manning’s Equation           𝑄𝑄 =  �1.49
𝑎𝑎
�𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅2/3√𝑆𝑆  

Where Q is discharge (cfs), n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient, A is cross-sectional area (ft2), R is 
hydraulic radius (ft), and S is stream gradient (ft/ft). Use the previously determined stream gradient (S) 
for Knob Creek (see 3.d) and discharge (Q).  

Stream Channel Characteristic Manning’s roughness 
coefficient, n 

Mountain stream with rocky bed 0.04 - 0.05 
Winding, natural stream with vegetation 0.035 

Natural stream with little vegetation 0.025 
Straight, earthen channel 0.02 

Smooth concrete 0.01 
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1. What is the discharge of Knob Creek at bankfull at Maryville Pike?  
a. Find the bankfull discharge of Knob Creek at Maryville Pike using the regional curves below, 

which relate these characteristics to drainage area. The drainage area to Knob Creek at 
Maryville Pike is 5.73 mi2. Notice that the axes are in log-scale. What is the estimated 
bankfull discharge?  _____105_____ cfs 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

2. What is the closest cross-sectional area of the natural channel (at bankfull discharge) needed at 
Maryville Pike? Circle one:       12 ft2           20 ft2            35 ft2         45 ft2 

a. Use the information you collected on Knob Creek to solve for cross-sectional area (A) in 
Manning’s equation with an assumed hydraulic radius of 1.2 feet and a Manning’s 
coefficient for a winding, natural stream with vegetation. 

 

3. What size culvert is needed to carry the 100-year flowrate? (hint: must be at least the calculated 
cross-sectional area)?     Circle one:      5ft x 7ft             7ft x 10ft         9ft x 12ft 

a. Use the USGS Tennessee StreamStats output data table to find the 100-year discharge. Use 
Manning’s equation to find the cross-sectional area (A) of the channel at the 100-year 
discharge if it were a smooth, concrete channel (hint: change the roughness coefficient) with 
a hydraulic radius of 2.5 feet.  
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Apply Questions:  
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The World Is Flat — At Least With 
Topographic Maps 

NAME _________________________________________________________________ DATE _______________ 
 

TERMS AND CONCEPTS 
Bankfull Discharge  The discharge at which the channel is completely full. 

Confluence Where two channels converge or join into one. 

Contour Interval The difference in elevation represented by the space between two contour 
lines on a topographic map. 

Contour Line A line on a topographic map that joins points of equal elevation. 

Drainage Area The area of land that drains to a common point; also called a watershed, 
catchment, or drainage basin.  

Ecoregion 
A geographically defined area that contains distinct assemblages of natural 
communities with boundaries that are delineated by the natural environment prior 
to any land use change.   

Entrenchment Degree of stream channel incision; a measurement of the vertical containment of a 
stream channel in the valley.   

Flowrate/Discharge A measurement of volume per time, or flow, moving past a reference point.  

Headwaters The source of a stream or river; the furthest place in the stream from its 
confluence with another river. 

Hydraulic Radius A measure of channel flow efficiency, calculated as the ratio of the cross-sectional 
area to its wetted perimeter.   

Plan View View from above; aerial view. 

Profile View View as a vertical slice; cross-sectional view. 

Regional Curve A graphical representation of the relationship between stream channel 
characteristics and drainage area within similar ecoregions. 

Roughness Coefficient 
(Manning’s Number) A factor to describe a surface’s capacity to resist smooth water flow. 

Stream Gradient The ratio of drop in elevation per unit horizontal distance.  

Stream Sinuosity The ratio of channel length per unit straight-line valley length. Straight streams 
have low sinuosity while curvy streams have high sinuosity. 

Topographic Map A map showing features related to relief, or change in elevation, by means of 
contour lines. 

Tributary A relatively small channel that flows into a relatively large main stem channel.  

Valley A depression that holds a stream channel with a predominant extent in one 
direction.   
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BACKGROUND 
Topographic maps are 2-dimensional representations of 3-dimensional landscapes. The United States 
Geologic Survey (USGS) holds official topographic maps of the United States, where the most commonly 
used scale is 1:24,000 (units in inches). Gradient (or slope) is a measurement of the change in elevation 
over a distance. On a topographic map, contour lines that are close together indicate a steep gradient, 
whereas contour lines that are spread apart indicate low (or flat) gradients.   

Stream networks are easily observed with topographic maps. Engineers use topographic maps to 
measure stream characteristics like stream length, gradient and sinuosity. These stream characteristics 
are used in calculations that describe a stable stream channel in terms of stream shape and dimension in 
plan and profile views. A plan view is depicted in a topographic map or an aerial view. A profile view is 
the view as though the earth is sliced vertically, or a cross-sectional view. The relationships between 
profile and plan views allow engineers to classify streams 
in order to effectively understand the dynamics between 
the movement of water and sediment (or detached 
soil/rocks) in the channel. These dimensions are 
important when trying to restore a stream to a stable 
form after it has been altered.   

Equations 
Stream Gradient and Sinuosity: 

𝑆𝑆 =
∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐿𝐿
        𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆 =

𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎

𝐿𝐿𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣
 

Where S is gradient (or slope) (ft/ft), ∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is 
change in elevation (ft), and L is length (ft). ∆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is 
found by subtracting the low elevation from the high 
elevation.   

Entrenchment ratio: 

𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒ℎ
𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒ℎ

 

The figure on the next page depicts the broad classifications of 
stream channels based on plan and profile dimensions used by 
environmental engineers to describe streams in terms of how 
they have responded to a change in land use in the drainage 
basin and to set targets for restoration. 

Unit Conversions 
1 mile = 5,280 feet 
1 foot = 12 inches 
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After Rosgen, Dave. Applied River Morphology. Wildland Hydrology: Pagosa Springs, Colorado. 1996. 

ACTIVITY  
1. Place the topographic map on the foam or poster board. Push thumbtacks into the corners and 

along the edges as needed to secure the map during the activity.   
2. Complete the worksheet using the topographic map provided.  
3. To measure stream length that is not relatively straight, use the string and sewing pins. Tie a 

knot in one end of the string. This can be used to set the beginning of a measured stream length 
by pushing a pin through the knot and into the map at the headwaters (or beginning) of the 
stream. Use additional pins at the bends in the stream length to be measured. Wind the string 
around the pins such that it follows the stream. Mark the end of the stream on the string. Use 
the map scale and/or ruler to measure the distance of the winding stream.  
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1. Explore the topographic map. Identify the following: 
a. What is the scale: 1” = _____________________ feet 
b. What is the contour interval:  _______________ feet 
c. What is the highest elevation on the map: ______________feet  
d. What is the lowest elevation on the map: _______________feet 
e. Identify the elevations of the following: 

i. Bethel Cemetery ________________feet  
ii. Peak above Coatney Hollow _______________feet  

iii. Maryville Pike at Belt Road ______________feet  
iv. Peak of Rodgers Ridge ____________________feet  

2. Locate Knob Creek (running through the center of the map). Use a blue marker to trace over 
Knob Creek and its tributaries to make it easy to see.   

a. Which direction does the stream flow? ________________________ 
i. How can you tell?  ________________________________________________ 

b. How many tributaries flow into Knob Creek on this map? ______________ 
i. Identify the longest tributary that is fully contained on the map. How long is it? 

_______mi 
c. How many bridges go over Knob Creek on this map?  _____________ 

3. Answer the following using your ruler, sewing pins and string.  
a. What is the length of Knob Creek from the Moore Road bridge (far east side of map) to 

the Old Maryville Pike bridge (far west side of map)?  _________________ mi 
b. What is the stream elevation near the Moore Road bridge?  ____________ feet 
c. What is the stream elevation at the Old Maryville Pike bridge?  _______feet 
d. What is the stream gradient of this reach? ___________________ ft/ft 
e. What is the stream gradient of the longest tributary (identified in 2.b)? _________ft/ft 
f. What is the valley length (straight line distance) of Knob Creek? ____________mi 
g. What is the sinuosity of Knob Creek?  ______________________ 

4. On the map, indicate segments of tributaries where you expect slow-moving water (i.e., low 
velocity). Next, indicate segments with high velocity. What informed your decision? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Imagine you are an Environmental Engineer hired to design a stream restoration on Knob Creek. 
First, you must classify the stream based on its plan and profile dimensions. You collected field 
data and created the profile view below. Use this cross-section along with the calculated 
sinuosity to classify the stream in its current condition.   
Sinuosity = _____________________   Entrenchment Ratio = ________________________ 
 
What stream type is Knob Creek?   Circle One: 

                                            Aa+      A        B         C         D         E          F         G     
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Apply 
Imagine you are the Parks and Recreation Planner for the city of Knoxville and are interested in a new 
hiking trail off of John Sevier Highway. You need to plan a parking lot and a hiking trail in Coatney 
Hollow, between its peak to the east and Twin Creek Road to the west. The hiking trail should be 
between 2-3 miles total and have all of the following qualities: 1) at least one creek crossing; 2) reach 
1,280 feet in elevation; 3) an overlook into Mooreland Heights; 4) a loop option; and 5) maintain a 
comfortable hiking grade (steepness) for as much of the trail as possible with no more than 500 total 
feet of elevation gain. Sketch the hiking trail and parking lot on the map and propose your plan to the 
rest of the class, who will act as city council. Describe your hiking trail below.  
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Go Further 
Imagine you are a Civil Engineer who is working on a road improvement project on Maryville Pike. The 
bridge over Knob Creek must be replaced. The bridge must be able to carry the bankfull discharge in a 
natural channel as well as pass the 100-year flowrate in a large culvert. The tools available to you for 
your analysis are 1) regional curves, which are relationships developed from field data between stream 
channel dimensions and drainage area (USGS, Report 2005-5076); 2) Manning’s equation, which is a 
relationship between discharge and channel characteristics of cross-sectional area, roughness and slope; 
and 3) USGS Tennessee StreamStats output that shows the peak discharges (PK values) for the 
watershed at Maryville Pike. Complete the questions below to determine needed information for the 
bridge design.    

 

Manning’s Equation          𝑄𝑄 =  �1.49
𝑎𝑎
�𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅2/3√𝑆𝑆  

Where Q is discharge (cfs), n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient, A is cross-sectional area (ft2), R is 
hydraulic radius (ft), and S is stream gradient (ft/ft). Use the previously determined stream gradient (S) 
and discharge (Q).  

Stream Channel Characteristic Manning’s roughness 
coefficient, n 

Mountain stream with rocky bed 0.04 - 0.05 
Winding, natural stream with 

vegetation 
0.035 

Natural stream with little vegetation 0.025 
Straight, earthened channel 0.02 

Smooth concrete 0.01 
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1. What is the discharge of Knob Creek at bankfull at Maryville Pike?  
a. Find the bankfull discharge of Knob Creek at Maryville Pike using the regional curves 

below, which relate these characteristics to drainage area. The drainage area to Knob 
Creek at Maryville Pike is 5.73 mi2. Notice that the axes are in log-scale. What is the 
estimated bankfull discharge?  __________________ cfs 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

2. What is the closest cross-sectional area of the natural channel (at bankfull discharge) needed at 
Maryville Pike? Circle one:       12 ft2           20 ft2            35 ft2         45 ft2 

a. Use the information you collected on Knob Creek to solve for cross-sectional area (A) in 
Manning’s equation with an assumed hydraulic radius of 1.2 feet and a Manning’s 
coefficient for a winding, natural stream with vegetation. 

 

3. What size culvert is needed to carry the 100-year flowrate? (hint: must be at least the calculated 
cross-sectional area)?     Circle one:      5ft x 7ft             7ft x 10ft         9ft x 12ft 

a. Use the USGS Tennessee StreamStats output data table to find the 100-year discharge.  
Use Manning’s equation to find the cross-sectional area (A) of the channel at the 100-
year discharge if it were a smooth, concrete channel (hint: change the roughness 
coefficient) with a hydraulic radius of 2.5 feet.  
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QUESTIONS 
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